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ACCLAIMED MULTICULTURAL COLLECTIVE BERKLEE INDIAN ENSEMBLE 
RELEASES NEW TRACK “SUNDARI PENNAE” WITH  

BOLLYWOOD STAR SHREYA GOSHAL 
 

HIGHLY-ANTICIPATED DEBUT ALBUM SHURUAAT OUT JULY 15 
 

GENRE-BENDING GROUP IS VIRAL AND GLOBAL SENSATION 
 
 
Nashville, TN –  Celebrated global Indian music collective Berklee Indian Ensemble is 
releasing “Sundari Pennae” the first single from their highly anticipated debut album 
Shuruaat (out July 15th). “Sundari Pennae” was originally recorded by Bollywood icon 
Shreya Ghoshal, who lends her unique textured voice  to the Ensemble’s innovative 
arrangement. Watch the video for “Sundari Pennae” HERE. 
 
About Ghoshal, Berklee Indian Ensemble founder Annette Philip notes: 
“Shreya Ghoshal is an icon; a living legend, and one of the most beloved artists of our 
time. For someone of her artistic prowess, legacy, and super-stardom, she is one of the 
most down to earth, hardworking, kind, and generous people on the planet. We had taken 
some serious creative liberty, rhythmically, and were humbled by how much time Shreya 
spent honoring the arrangement. Not only was she totally willing to experiment with the 
Ensemble, she took "Sundari Pennae" to new heights!  To top it all, Shreya was so down 
to embody our grungy prog-rock inspired version of this Tamil song, she went an extra 
step for the video and sported a leather jacket! We couldn't be more grateful and honored 
to be collaborating together.” 
 
The Berklee Indian Ensemble began in 2011, founded by Philip, the first Indian musician 
appointed as a faculty member at Berklee College of Music.  The group  became a viral 
sensation with their groundbreaking 2014 homage to Grammy and Oscar winning 
composer A.R. Rahman’s “Jiya Jale” from the 1998 film Dil Se. The video has over 50 
million views to date and led to the Ensemble’s sold-out shows in the US, Canada and 
India. That global demand allowed the Ensemble to organically transition into a 
professional band in 2021, and the current lineup is led by members representing India, 
Jordan, Israel, Nigeria, Indonesia, Norway, the US, and other regions across the globe. 
 
Shuruaat embodies the Berklee Indian Ensemble’s unique style that honors Indian 
traditions while boldly experimenting with a variety of global sounds. With Shuruaat, 
millions of fans who enjoyed the BIE videos can now experience the music via streaming 
services for the first time. The songs on Shuruaat glow with the transcendence of  genres, 
cultures, and art forms. Philip says, “The music that gets created in this space comes 



across viscerally and allows a song in a foreign language to feel completely relatable 
because of the human connection, making you want to be part of it.”  
 
After 10 years of honing their craft and cultivating an engaged fanbase, Shuruaat truly 
serves as a new beginning for the Berklee Indian Ensemble. By sharing their music with 
many for the first time, doors and hearts are sure to open and expand, as the Berklee 
Indian Ensemble sets an example of unity to inspire the rest of the world.  
 
 
Berklee Indian Ensemble professional band members: 

1. Harshitha Krishnan (Nigeria / India) - vocals 
2. Rohith Jayaraman (USA) - vocals / percussion 
3. Annette Philip (India) - piano / vocals 
4. Shai Portugaly (Israel) - keys / vocals 
5. Layth Sidiq (Jordan / Iraq) - violin 
6. Aleif Hamdan (Indonesia / Malaysia) - guitar 
7. Yoel Genin (Israel) - guitar and buzouki 
8. Guy Bernfeld (Israel) - bass 
9. Giri Subramaniam (India) - tabla / percussion 
10. Thomas Debelian (Brazil / Norway / Armenia) - percussion 
11. Yogev Gabay (Israel) - drumset / percussion  

 
 
 

For more information about Berklee Indian Ensemble please contact Karen 
Wiessen  karen@alleyesmedia.com or Jim Flammia jim@alleyesmedia.com at All 

Eyes Media (615) 227-2770   
 

 


